AE 38 S2a
Dual Throat Activated Microphone (Ear-loop Type)
User Information
This microphone/ headset combination provides durability, reliability
and clear audio performance and is a perfect solution for high noise
and tactical environments.
Dual electret condenser microphones pick up the user’s voice directly
from vocal cord vibrations on ambient nearby noise perfectly and
produces excellent audio transmission.
Our patented D-Shaped detachable earphone uses rubber ear loop
which holds the earphone in place comfortably provides privacy and
discreet communications. The earphone has a 2.5mm plug and can
be exchanged to use other models.
The modular microphone cables are made for easier field repairs,
features a large PTT switch which can be easily activated even while
wearing heavy clothing and also a finger PTT.
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This headset is suitable to be connected to mobile radios equipped
with 3.5 / 2.5 standard plugs. The separate 90 degrees angle
connectors allow adjustment to any desired plug-in angle. The 3.5 mm
stereo type speaker connector allows also a short-circuit protected
connection to car or bike navigators with stereo outputs.
Some ALAN or Albrecht handheld radios are equipped with a single
2.5 mm stereo socket for audio accessories. To connect such radios
to this headset, You can use our adapter 29254 (optional available).

800± 30mm

600± 30mm

Please note before use: Radios can have various receiving volumes
according to equipment. The volume at the ear plugs has already been
optimised at a safe level for Alan, Midland and Albrecht products.
However, extreme volumes may occur depending on the type of radio
if the volume switch is in a higher position. Please start with the
minimum position and increase the volume if necessary.
Automatic voice operation (VOX) is possible as well . In that case please
switch the radio according to it’s user manual into VOX operation and
speak without pressing any PTT knob.
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Disposal and Recycling of Electronics Waste
The European WEEE regulations do no more allow to
dispose electronics items via household trash. Please
dispose defective and no more usable electronic items
only via officially allowed collecting points.
Please contribute to the efficient recycling of used electronic items!
CE conformity: This radio accessory item is conform to
European directives, standards EN 301 489- series and EMC,
LVD and R&TTE regulations for radio communication
products.

510± 30mm
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European 2 years warranty
The warranty for our products is regulated according to European laws.
If you should encounter any problem, please have a look first to the
user manual, to our service hints or frequently asked questions (FAQ)
on www.service.alan-electronics.de
before You contact the distributor, where you have purchased this
headset item, or contact our German service partner directly (only for
products purchased in Germany).
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